


Dare to be different,
get your #FAC3 on!
Welcome to FAC3! 
 
We’re focused on delivering services that allows you to dare to be
different! Merging a game-changing approach and an alternative ethos to that of
my competitors, I bring my clients the highest quality of CV/Recruitment advice.
You won't find any old and tired techniques here - We only have a fresh and
dynamic approach to career solutions so that you can find your identity and own it.

Adam



You've got the skills

Sometimes you need a little helping hand to help you to get where you
want to be. Thankfully, that’s precisely what FAC3 is offering. 
 
The world of recruitment isn’t always easy to navigate. But, with me, a
designer with ten years of CV & Recruitment experience by your side, you’ll
be off to a pretty good start.  Join hundreds of happy customers in getting a
personalised CV that is sure to encourage your potential employers to give
you more than 10 seconds of their time. While you’ll get an aesthetically
appealing CV that is sure to stand out, it’s not all style no substance here. 
 
Beyond a great looking CV, you’ll get a highly professional and informative
document full of tangible information that displays why you’re the right
person for the job.

and you know what job you want.

Prices 
from just 

£35



 
But, it doesn’t have to be! Here at FAC3, we can show you just how a professional CV can boost your job opportunities.  Everyone has their
own ideas about what makes the best CV. Do you go for the creative vibe? The more serious, formal tone? Or something in-between? 
 
When it comes to a professional resume, it’s all about presenting the very best version of yourself. Sure, you want your CV to be attention-
grabbing and memorable; but you also want to be clear, concise, and to the point.  Nobody likes a rambler – and many CVs contain
language which is dull, repetitive and lacklustre.  At FAC3, we will help you to find the perfect balance between emphasising your skills,
showing off your accomplishments, and offering a humble, genuine feel to your CV.

Job searching for the perfect role is pretty hard.
Applying for the perfect role is very hard.
And composing a great CV? That’s REALLY hard! 

BESPOKE RESUME ATS RESUME

FREE
revisions 

for 12 months

WHY USE FAC3? 



We’ll ensure your CV is keyword and ATS-friendly . Both humans and computers have gotten pretty smart at
picking out the actionable keywords within a resume which are most suited to the role you’re applying to. At
FAC3, our writers offer you the best orthography on the market – we’ll ensure the language we use is effective
for quick-fire skim readers, and impactful on the application pile. We have the best expertise in assessing the
search terms in an application, which automatic tracking systems pick up on your resume. We’ll carefully and
articulately craft your experiences to deliver the best content which ensures your CV maximises your chances of
selection.  We’ll help you to FAC3 the modern job market . We understand what recruiters are looking for. 
 
After all, writing CVs is what we do! 

Anything you can do,
FAC3 can do better!




